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10 « HilBert Problems » for the Human Brain Project
David Hilbert (1862‐1943)

In 1900, Hilbert presented a list of ten
mathematical problems at the Paris International
Congress of Mathematicians.
His list, later extended to 23 problems, played an
influential role in the development of
mathematics throughout the 20th century

Can we draft a list of similar problems for
theoretical neuroscience ?
Challenges
State‐of‐the‐art
Theoretical toolkit
Outstanding problems

Challenge 1. How does the brain achieve robust,
invariant, multimodal perception?
We « instantly » recognize faces, objects, and written words.
This perception is highly robust to major changes in size,
location, illumination, point of view (invariance).

« Disentangling » the visual code

From di Carlo et al., Neuron, 2012

An outstanding problem:
Why a reproducible visual topography?
• A map of preferences for visual categories is reproducible across
individuals
… even though many of its aspects depend on learning and education.

WORDS

When we learn to read, the visual word form area emerges and
displaces faces to the right hemisphere.
6 year‐old
readers

6 year‐old
non‐readers

Words

9 year‐old
readers

9 year‐old
dyslexics

From Monzalvo et al. ,
NeuroImage, 2012

« Visual » cortex is more abstract than we think:
the « visual » word form area in congenitally blind subjects
Reich, L., Szwed, M., Cohen, L., & Amedi, A. (2011). Current Biology, 21(5), 363-368.
Striem-Amit, E., Cohen, L., Dehaene, S., & Amedi, A. (2012). Neuron, 76(3), 640-652.

Reading in Braille
(compared to touching dots)

Reading via auditory
sensory substitution

Challenge 2. How does the brain
extract and represent concepts?
Humans also extract the conceptual
structure of their environment.
All humans, in all cultures, parse the
world in approximately similar
categories… and perhaps using the
same brain areas.
Again, vision may not be required.

From Mahon et al., with Caramazza, Neuron 2009

Challenge 3. How does the brain represent and
compute with magnitudes: space, time and number?
Among the many conceptual domains that humans master, lies the concept
of magnitude and its associated transformations (addition, subtraction…).
The parietal lobe seems to be endowed with the capacity to represent and
compute with various magnitudes
‐ spatial dimensions and coordinates
‐ temporal distances
‐ numerical values
human brain

monkey brain

Number neurons in the monkey
Nieder, Freedman & Miller, 2002; Nieder & Miller, 2003, 2004, 2005; Roitman, Brannon & Platt, 2007

Neurons tuned to number were discovered
in prefrontal and intraparietal cortex

Monkeys learned a
same‐different task
with sets of 1‐5 dots
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Outstanding problems:
How does a network manipulate several numbers to perform a calculation?
How does can this competence be present during infancy?

When 5 +5 does not make 10….

…infants look longer at such impossible events

From McCrink & Wynn, Psychological Science 2004

Challenge 4. How does the brain
compute with probabilities?
The brain uses statistical computations to learn the structure of the world…
… and to predict the likelihood of future events.
The baby as a statistician: intuitions of probability are present in infants

Improbable event

Probable event
Teglas, Girotto, Gonzalez & Bonatti, PNAS 2007

A new vision of the baby’s brain

State‐of‐the art: Bayesian computations in infants
Babies can perform « reverse
inference »:

From seeing the outcome of several
random drawings from an urn, they
deduce the likely of the urn.

If the drawing is NOT random, they
detect it and use it to perform
several additional inferences:
‐ the drawing is made by a person
‐ this person has a certain intention
or preference
Xu & Garcia PNAS, 2008

Bayesian reasoning seems to be omnipresent in the brain
Fusion
of multi‐sensory inputs

Prediction of the
likelihood of future
events at many levels:
‐visual
‐ auditory (MMN)
‐ conceptual (N400)
‐ grammatical (ELAN)
‐ global surprise
(P3b, P600)
etc…

unpredicted
image
predicted
image

Meyer & Olson, PNAS 2011

unpredicted
sound
predicted
sound
Ernst and Banks, Nature, 2002

Bekinschtein et al, PNAS 2009

Challenge 5. Can a machine exhibit conscious processing?
We can identify minimal contrasts between conscious and non‐conscious processing of
the same stimulus, then study how they differ using brain‐imaging techniques (signatures
of consciousness). Many such paradigms are available, and the results are converging.

The Global Neuronal Workspace
model.
What we subjectively experience as
consciousness is the global
availability of information, which
allows it to be broadcasted and
flexibly used by any processor.

Late global « ignition » as a signature of consciousness
fMRI with threshold or masked stimuli
Detected sound

Non‐detected sound

Single‐neuron recordings
in humans to masked pictures
Quiroga et al., PNAS 2008

Heard
Not heard

Sadaghiani et al., J. Neurosci. 2009
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Toolkit: a global workspace with long‐distance connectivity

The Global Neuronal Workspace
model.
What we subjectively experience as
consciousness is the global
availability of information, which
allows it to be broadcasted and
flexibly used by any processor.
Spiking‐neuron simulations by Ariel Zylberberg, Mariano Sigman et al (PLOS Computational Biology, 2010)

Challenge 6. How does the brain
take decisions and monitor them?
The human decision system is highly flexible.
How does it take a decision: quickly identify the relevant evidence, accumulate it over
space and time, and route it to the relevant output systems?
Decision

Toolkit = neurons accumulate
noisy evidence to yield a
decision variable
In area LIP, during a visual
decision, neural activity seems
to compute the time integral of
incoming motion signals.

Fixed Threshold
Accumulation
at a variable
rate

Decisions are taken according
to an approximation of
« sequential probability ratio
test », first used by Turing to
decode Enigma messages at
Bletchey park.
Kim & Shadlen, Nature Neuroscience 1999

Outstanding problem: confidence in our own judgments
How do we generate meta‐decision signals for confidence, regret, knowledge of our limits…?

1st order choice

2nd order confidence
Zylberberg, A., Barttfeld, P., & Sigman,
M. (2012). The construction of
confidence in a perceptual decision.
Front Integr Neurosci, 6, 79.

Challenge 7. How does the brain
generate a sense of self?
Confidence is just one aspect of the sense of self, which has many other facets:
metacognition, autobiographic memory, bodily self…
State‐of‐the art: The bodily self depends on cross‐modal integration in inferior parietal cortex
Multisensory neurons coding for peri‐personal space

Out‐of‐body experiences

See Lenggenhager, Tadi, Metzinger, Blanke, Science 2007
Blanke et al., J Neuroscience 2005

Challenge 8. What is the
brain architecture for theory of mind ?
We represent our own self, but also the minds and thoughts of other people.
State‐of‐the art: An identified network for the « social brain »

The temporo‐
parietal junction
(TPJ) responds
whenever we think
about beliefs

From Perner et Aichorn, TICS 2008

Toolkit: Bayesian reverse inference
Perhaps we infer other people’s thoughts by
“inverse planning”, inverting our own knowledge of
the forward chain:
goals and beliefsintentionsactionsmovement
From Baker, Saxe & Tenenbaum, Cognition 2009

Challenge 9. How do neurons
represent embedded or recursive structures?
Language is recursive: basic elements are
combined in nested expressions:
Syntax is present in many other
domains of human competence:
‐ theory of mind
‐ mathematics
‐ music
‐ action plans

We have no good idea of how such structures can be encoded by neurons

Five mechanisms for sequence representation
Dehaene, S., Meyniel, F., Wacongne, C., Wang, L., & Pallier, C. (2015). The Neural Representation of Sequences:
From Transition Probabilities to Algebraic Patterns and Linguistic Trees. Neuron, 88(1), 2–19.
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Many arguments support the existence of nested tree
structures in the language domain
Haegeman, L. (2005). Thinking Syntactically: A Guide to Argumentation and Analysis. Wiley.

• Cases of syntactic ambiguity:
(Black
Black (taxi
taxi
taxi) driver
driver)
driver
unlockable

= un‐(lock‐able)

or (un‐lock)‐able

• Ellipsis or substitution of any phrase :
‘‘he [drove [to [this [big house]]]’’
= ‘‘he drove to this one,’’ ‘‘he drove to it,’’ ‘‘he drove there,’’ ‘‘he did.’’
• « Syntactic Movement » of phrases (for question formation, topicalization, etc):
« John wants to buy this toy »  « It’s this toy that John wants to buy » or « to buy
this toy, that’s what John wants » or « what toy does John want to buy », etc.
• Long‐distance dependencies (agreement and binding):
« The cars that pass this truck are red »

Parsing the human brain networks for language
In six temporal and inferior frontal regions (plus the left pallidum),
brain activity varies monotonically with the complexity of linguistic constituents
for both meaningful (red) and meaningless (blue) sentences
12 words (c12)
c06, c04, c03…

I believe that you should accept the proposal of your new associate
...

2 words (c02)

looking ahead who dies important task his dog few holes they write

1 word (c01)

thing very tree where of watching copy tensed they states heart plus

From Pallier, Devauchelle & Dehaene, PNAS, 2011

Language : Converging evidence for a core network
for the manipulation of syntactic trees
Monotonic increase with constituent size
(Pallier, Devauchelle & Dehaene, 2011)
fMRI signal increases with the
size of syntactic structures,
even in Jabberwocky

Syntactic movement
(Shetreet & Friedmann, 2014)

Extraction of semantic information from syntactic trees
(Pattamadilok, Pallier, & Dehaene, Cortex, 2015)
« The kids who exhausted their parents fell asleep »
 The parents fell asleep; or The dog barked
Tree manipulation >
Embedded phrases
No manipulation
> Adjunct phrases

Syntactic ambiguities
(Tyler et al., 2011)

Reduced activation and lesions
in agrammatic patients
(Tyler et al., 2011)

Why are language areas
already activated
in two‐month‐old babies?
L

Activation to speech

Uncinate fasciculus

1

Delay in response to a single sentence

Arcuate fasciculus

•Left perisylvian temporal and inferior frontal regions are activated by speech
•Activation unfolds according to a temporal hierarchy.
•A left‐hemispheric asymmetry is present in Planum Temporale, for speech but not for music.
• Temporo‐fronto connections are already organized and asymmetrical
Ghislaine Dehaene‐Lambertz et al, Science, 2002; PNAS, 2006, 2013; Brain & Language, 2009

How are constituents encoded ?
An intracranial study
Nelson et al., submitted
More sophisticated model :
Constituents allow for a compression of the
information into a tree structure.
Naive model :
linear increase with the number of words

Bill Gates met two very tireddancers in Dallas

Number of pending words

+ Number of closed constituents

= Total number of open nodes

The brain compresses the information in sentences
This finding may explain
‐ why fMRI increases sub‐
linearly (logarithmically) with
the number of words
‐ why memory is better for
sentences than for word lists.

Brain activity does not merely increase with every new word,
but also transiently decreases whenever a phrase‐building
operation compresses several words into a single node
Open node tracking

Transient unification activity

number of open nodes
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A simplified
“language of geometry”
Marie Amalric, Liping Wang, submitted

Subjects see a moving « animal »
(dot) and have to anticipate where it
will go next.
A variety of sequences are compared.

Example 1: “four segments”
Formula = [H^2]^4{+1}
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Adults, children and even uneducated Mundurucu
can predict the next location
Marie Amalric, Liping Wang

Minimal description length
in our « language of geometry » predicts error rates
Minimal description length (~Kolmogorov complexity) is
the length of the shortest program that captures a given
sequence.
Kolmogorov complexity is a good predictor of the
difficulty of learning and/or memorizing a sequence.
% errors
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Toolkit: can neurons compute tensor products?
If words and syntactic roles are represented by
vectors, then a sum of tensor products can be
used to represent a sentence:
dog ⊗ SUBJ + bites ⊗ VERB + man ⊗ OBJ
If at least one of these vectors is sparse, then
their sum may explain our fMRI activations:

Eliasmith et al. (Science, 2012) used this
technique to simulate a brain‐scale
network that passed an intelligence test
(Raven’s progressive matrices).
Yet there is no evidence that this is the
coding scheme used by the human brain.

Challenge 10. What is unique to human brain architecture?
The majority of cognitive functions are shared with other animals.
What is different in the human brain? Several hypotheses:
‐ Language?
‐or, more specifically, the capacity to represent recursive structures?
‐ Theory of mind
‐ we represent other people’s beliefs
‐ Global workspace?
‐ our prefrontal cortex adds an additional degree of cognitive flexibility.
‐ An improved learning algorithm?
Massive increase in spine densities and dendritic branching

From Elston, Cerebral Cortex 2003
De Felipe and collaborators , 2002

Prefrontal cell

Sensory cells
(area V1)

Conclusion: many more challenges, and a tentative toolkit
Memory
‐ how do we store and retrieve memories over a
lifetime?
‐ how do we transfer memories from explicit to
implicit? from episodic to semantic?
Emotions
‐ How can we endow a network with basic‐level
emotions (e.g. fear) and second‐order social
emotions (e.g. envy)
Motivation
‐How can a machine generate its own goals?
‐ What is the origin of the spontaneous neuronal
activity which is omnipresent in the cortex?
The sense of time
‐ How do we represent time over many orders of
magnitudes (from millisecond to years)?
Etc…

Theoretical Toolkit:
Neurons encode information by
vectors in a very high‐
dimensional space
Tensor products can encode
nested structures
Cortical layers approximate a
Bayesian inference machine
Computation corresponds to
settling into an attractor
Global synchrony and
broadcasting by long‐distance
connections can promote brain‐
scale cooperation

